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Take a quick break to read four short heartwarming stories of faith and love.Matchmaker,

Matchmaker: Jani successfully found matches for other people. Would she ever find hers?From

Jingle Bells to Wedding Bells: Not wanting to just settle, Deidre makes a drastic decision. But is it

the right one?Sudden Impulse: Tannis was Miss Predictable. Maybe shaking it up a bit would get his

attention.Fountain of Love: Three years later Jennifer was back to ask forgiveness and get some

closure. Would long buried hope be satisfied?
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I have read the other books by this author and wondered if I would like short stories by her. What I

always enjoy is her characters and I wondered if they would meet my expectations in short story

form. So many romance short stories seem rushed. They have so much to put in such a small

space. Her stories are not rushed. Some of these stories you just come into a point of the

relationship that is full of change. They are sweet and real. Worthy of reading.



I loved each of these stories! They especially showed God's love and forgiveness, and how with His

help we can forgive each other. And the romances were very well done, clean and uplifting.Thank

you!

Jani is the owner of a christian database,there's a clause in her policy that states employees are not

allow to date the clients.There's a gentlemen by the name Ethan Walker,who have dated eight

women he was dissatisfied,Jani ask him what happen to the last one he said she talk to much,Jani

told Ethan that she may not be able to help him,saying they have one of the largest database in the

state Ethan said are you telling me there's no match for me,Jani said you match all eight women,but

there seems to be know connection,as Ethan were leaving something in Jani heart began to stir with

anticipation,Jani thought out of curiosity she would see whether or not she was a match for

Ethan.Jani call her assistant Tiffany to set up another date with Mr.Ethan,this would be his last

date,Tiffany also was attracted to Ethan.Ethan and his date were to meet for dinner,at six

fifthteen,young lady call Jani saying she couldn't make it,Ethan was a man of excellence who like

promptness,this was one of his highest qualities on the list.Jani tried calling him message went into

his voice mail.Jani thought the least she could do is meet him at the restaurant and let him know his

date won't be coming,she start explaining to him what happen,as he were leaving, strong feelings

began to over shadow Jani mind heart began to palpitate at a speeding rate.Next day Jani call

Ethan about getting him another date,Ethan said no thanks he found his match,her heart were

sad,she ask him to send her a invitation to the wedding Ethan said he will,Will Jani find out who this

women Ethan are going to marry,wil she be at the wedding.Five StarGod Bless YouMary Smith

I usually steer away from short stories because they have 2 strangers meet and fall in love in 10

pages. I was pleasantly surprised by these! The stories concentrated on existing friends finding out

that love can be based on more than surface attraction. I enjoyed all of them, and will likely keep

them available for quick reads when I need a pick me up or when waiting for one of my kids.

The short stories had me into the book from the beginning. The only problem is they were too short

and not enough of them. She's such a good writer she has you into the lives of those she writes

about from the start.

The term "short" stories are apt here - these are REALLY short and there is almost nothing to them.

You really just get into them and they are over! I really have enjoyed Jordan's other books so I



wanted to try these, but they were really almost nothing - I didn't feel like I got a story out of them.

I am commenting on the editorial mistakes that were found. The stories themselves were fine.The

second and last stories of this book had glaring editorial issues that should have been caught prior

to print. Example: in the story "From Jingle Bells to Wedding Bells," location 387 of 947 (reading on

iPhone), the main character's name goes from Deirdre to Danae. When I first read the story, I had to

stop and go back to the beginning to see if I had missed a character. I did not. A bit frustrating and

definitely distracting.

I think the stories in this book were very good and I think Kimberly did a very good job. They did feel

a little rushed but I have never read a short story before, and all the other books I have read have

been pretty long books so I'm probably just not used to it. Good job Kimberly I love your books and I

will probably be reading more. YOU ARE VERY BLESSED THANKS FOR YOUR AMAZING

BOOKS. GOD BLESS ALL OF YOU.
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